Abstract. Building on previous results on the quadratic helicity in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) we investigate particular minimum helicity states. Those are eigenfunctions of the curl operator and are shown to constitute solutions of the quasi-stationary incompressible ideal MHD equations. We then show that these states have indeed minimum quadratic helicity.
1. Introduction. Magnetic field line topology has been recognized to be a crucial part in the evolution of magnetic fields in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) [21, 16, 19, 10, 14, 12, 8, 23, 20, 6] . The most used quantifier of the field's topology is the magnetic helicity [15, 4, 5, 9] which measures the linking, braiding and twisting of the field lines. Through Arnold's inequality [4] it imposes a lower bound for the magnetic energy. As the magnetic helicity is a (second order) invariant under non-dissipative evolution (non-resistive) it imposes restrictions on the evolution of the magnetic field. Further topological invariants can be found of third and fourth order [18] which can be non-zero even for zero magnetic helicity, as well as the field line helicity [22, 17] that measures a weighted averaged helicity along magnetic field lines, and the two quadratic helicities [2] .
In this work we consider the quadratic helicity of special cases of magnetic fields. Those are eigenvectors of the curl operator, which implies that the field is also force-free, i.e. the Lorentz force vanishes. We first introduce these fields and discuss some general properties by applying the Lobachevskii geometry to MHD. Then we show that they constitute quasi-stationary solutions of the ideal incompressible MHD equations by using geodesic flows [7] . This is done on special manifolds equipped with a prescribed Riemannian metric, which corresponds to a dynamics of the Anosov type. Using the geodesic flow construction, we apply the results from hyperbolic dynamics to calculate higher invariants of the magnetic field of which presented calculations of quadratic helicities are the simplest examples. Finally, we show that those fields constitute minimal quadratic helicity states.
Let B right = dΘ/dϕ be the Hopf magnetic field on S 3 , which is tangent to the Hopf fibers (fibers of Θ).
Lemma 2.1. Consider the operator rot on the Riemannian manifold (S 3 , g) (see for the definition [3] I.9.5), we get:
rotB right (x) = 2B right (x), x ∈ S 3 .
Proof. This is Example 5.2 in [4] However, we show here direct calculations of this lemma. For that we define the curve Θ on R 4 rather than on C 2 : Θ(ϕ, x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (x 0 cos(ϕ) − x 1 sin(ϕ), x 0 sin(ϕ) + x 1 cos(ϕ), x 2 cos(ϕ) − x 3 sin(ϕ), x 2 sin(ϕ) + x 3 cos(ϕ)) , (2.3) with the coordinates x 0 , x 1 , x 2 and x 3 . From that we can compute B right = dΘ/dϕ from which we define the associated differential one-form on R 4 : We now define the mapping between points on the three-sphere S 3 and R 4 :
with the coordinates of S 3 : θ 1 ∈ [0, 2π), θ 2 ∈ [0, π] and θ 3 ∈ [0, π]. We can now compute the differential one-form β R4 right on S 3 as the pull-back under the mapping Ψ
The curl operation on the vector field B S3 right corresponds to the exterior differential of the one-form β S3 right which results in a two-form dβ S3 right . We take it's Hodge-dual dβ S3 right , compare it with β S3 right and find
Hence the result The left transformation of S 3 (see the beginning of the next section for the right transformation) is transitive and is an isometry This isometry commutes with the curl operator and keeps the Hopf fibration (which is determined by the right i-multiplication). This proves the equation (2.2) at an arbitrary point on S 3 . Remark 1. Equation (2.2) corresponds with Lemma 2.3 for Λ(S 2 ). The natural metric on a Hopf fiber for Λ(S 2 ) → S 2 is proportional to the natural metric of the Hopf fiber for S 3 → S 2 with the coefficient 2, because S 3 → Λ(S 2 ) is the double covering.
Negative Eigenfunction.
The magnetic field B right is generalized by the following construction. Take S 3 as the unit quaternions a + bi + cj + dk a 2 + b 2 + c 2 + d 2 = 1 . Take a tangent quaternion ξ ∈ T x=1 (S 3 ) and define the vector-field B right (x) = xξ by the right multiplication. In the case ξ = i we get the vector-field from Lemma 2.1. In the case ξ = j the vector-field B right is not invariant with respect to the action Θ along the Hopf fibers. To get the invariant vector-field B left we define B left = jx, x ∈ S 3 , by the left multiplication. We get:
This follows from the fact that the conjugation
which is an antiautomorphism and an isometry, transforms right vector-fields to left-vector fields. This antiautomorphism changes the orientation on S 3 . Therefore, equation (2.2) for the vector-field B right implies equation (2.9) for B left . The vector-field B left admits an alternative description by means of geodesic flows on the Riemann sphere S 2 in the following way. The sphere (S 3 , g) is diffeomorphic to the universal (2-sheeted) covering over the manifold SO(3), equipped with the standard Riemannian metric. The manifold SO(3) is diffeomorphic to the spherization of the tangent bundle over the standard 2-sphere S 2 , denoted by Λ(S 2 ). The projection p 1 (x) : Λ(S 2 ) → S 2 , x ∈ Λ(S 2 ) is well-defined. A circle fiber over p 1 (x) ∈ S 2 , x ∈ Λ(S 2 ) is visualized as a great circle S 1 ⊂ S 2 , with the center p 1 (x), equipped with the prescribed orientation.
Consider the spherization of the (trivial) tangent bundle over the plane Λ(R 2 ). Denote by B left the magnetic field on Λ(R 2 ), which is tangent to the geodesic flow. The natural Riemannian metric h on Λ(R 2 ) coincides with the standard metric of the decomposition
in the metric h is satisfied.
Proof. The manifold Λ(R 2 ) is equipped with the projection p 2 (x) : Λ(R 2 ) → R 2 . Take the Cartesian coordinates in R 2 and the coordinate ϕ along fibers. In the coordinates (x, y, ϕ) on Λ(R 2 ) the magnetic field B 0 is defined as B x = cos(ϕ), B y = sin(ϕ), B ϕ = 0. The components of rotB 0 are defined by the determinant: . The spaces Λ(S 2 ) and Λ(L 2 ) are equipped with the standard Riemannian metrics g S and g L . The metrics correspond to the standard metrics on S 2 and L 2 and the standard metric on the circle. Denote by B left the magnetic field on (S 3 , g) as the pull-back of the magnetic field on Λ(S 2 ), which is tangent to the geodesic flow. The geodesic magnetic fields on Λ(S 2 ), Λ(L 2 ) are also denoted by B left .
Proof. Let us prove the lemma for the space (Λ(S 2 ), g S ). For the pointsx ∈ Λ(S 2 ) and y ∈ Λ(R 2 ) in the corresponding neighborhoodsx ∈Vx ⊂ Λ(S 2 ),ŷ ∈ Uŷ ⊂ Λ(R 2 ), let us construct a mapping pr :Vx →Ûŷ, which is an isometry in vertical lines and is a local isometry in horizontal planes up to O(r 2 ), where r is the distance in Ux.
Consider the natural Riemannian metric g S on Λ(S 2 ) inVx locally near a pointx ∈ Λ(S 2 ). In horizontal planes the metric g S agrees with the Riemannian metric h on the standard sphere S 2 ⊂ R 3 . In vertical planes the metric g S corresponds to angles trough points on S 2 .
Take a tangent plane T x ⊂ R 3 at the point x = p 1 (x) ∈ S 2 , where p 1 : Λ(S 2 ) → S 2 is the natural projection along vertical coordinates. Consider the stereographic projection P from S 2 x into T x , which keeps the points:
The projection P is a conformal map and is an isometry up to O(r 2 ) near x. This stereographic projection induces the required mapping pr :V x →Û y . From equation (2.10) for B left;R 2 on Λ(R 2 ) at y we get the the same equation for P * (B left;R 2 ) on Λ(S 2 ) at x in the induced metric P * (g S ). After we change the metric P * (g S ) on Λ(S 2 ) into the natural metric g S , we get the same equation for P * (B left;R 2 ) at x, because the curl operator is a first-order operator.
The last required fact is the following: P * (B left;S 2 ) in the standard metric g S coincides with the geodesic vector-field B left on Λ(R 2 ).
To prove the lemma for (Λ(L 2 ), g L ) we use analogous arguments: instead of the stereographic projection S 2 → R 2 , we take a conformal mapping by the identity L 2 ⊂ R 2 , where the Lobachevskii plane L 2 is considered as the Poincarè unit disk on the Euclidean plane. At the central point of the disk the mapping L 2 ⊂ R 2 is an isometry.
We now generalize the example of Lemma 2.3 for magnetic fields in domains with nonhomogeneous density (volume-forms). Let (A, x) be a complex neighborhood of a point x, equipped with a Riemannian metric g A of a constant negative scalar curvature surface. In the example we get 
U , V are equipped with the standard Riemannian metrics g U and g V correspondingly, which are defined using the metrics g A and g D .
Let us consider an extra copy of U ⊂ Λ(L 2 ) with an exotic metric, which will be denoted by (Ũ , hŨ ). Define inŨ ⊂ Λ(L 2 ) the Riemannian metric hŨ , which coincides with g U along horizontal planes A ⊂ (U,x) of p U : (U,x) → (Λ(A), x) and coincides with k −1 (x)g U along the vertical fiber of p U , where k(x) is a real positive-valued function, defined by the Jacobian
Let us consider an extra copy of V ⊂ Λ(S 2 ) with an exotic metric, which is denoted by (Ṽ , hṼ ). Define inṼ ⊂ Λ(S 2 ) the Riemannian metric hṼ that coincides with k −1 (x = f −1 (y))g V .
LetV → V ,V ⊂ S 3 , be the natural double covering, which is the isometry on horizontal planes and is the multiplication by 2 in each vertical circle fibers of the standard projection p : S 3 → Λ(S 2 ). Define inV a Riemannian metric gV that coincides with g V along horizontal planes and with 1 2 g V along vertical fibers. The Riemannian metrics g U , hŨ , hṼ , g V and gV determine the volume 3-forms dU (the standard form in Λ(L 2 )), dŨ , dṼ , dV (the standard form in Λ(S 2 )) and dV (the standard form in S 3 ) in U ,Ũ ,Ṽ , V andV correspondingly. Recall A ⊂ L 2 with the standard 2-volume form dL on the Lobachevskii plane. The volume form dŨ is defined by dŨ = k(x)dU , where dU is the standard volume form in U , which is the product of the horizontal standard 2-form dL on the Lobachevskii plane with the the standard vertical 1-form on the circle. Analogously, dṼ = k −2 (y)dV , where dV is the standard volume form on V =Ṽ ⊂ Λ(S 2 ). The volume forms dV , dV coincide with the standard volume forms (dV is the restriction of the standard volume form on Λ(S 2 ), dV is the restriction of the standard volume form on S 3 ; dV = 2p * dV , whereV is standardly identified with V by p :V → V ). The volume forms dV , dV are equipped with the density functions
Let B U be the magnetic field (horizontal) in U with the metric g U , which is defined by the geodesic flows in A with the metric g A . Define the magnetic field B left;Ũ inŨ with the metric hŨ by B left;Ũ = B U .
By construction, the metrics hŨ and hṼ agree (are isometric): F * (hŨ ) = hṼ . Denote by B left;Ṽ the magnetic field F * (B leftU;Ũ ) inṼ ⊂ Λ(S 2 ) with the metric hṼ . Denote by B left;V the magnetic field k −3 (ŷ)B left;Ṽ in V ⊂ Λ(S 2 ) with the standard metric g V and with the variable density ρ V (ŷ). Denote by B S3 leftV the magnetic field k −3 (p(ȳ))p * (B left; V ) inV ⊂ S 3 with the standard spherical metric gV and with the variable density ρV (ȳ).
Lemma 2.4. 1. In the domainŨ the following equation is satisfied:
where rot and div are defined for the Riemannian metric hŨ with the density ρ U (x). 2. In the domain V ⊂ Λ(S 2 ) the following equation is satisfied:
where rot is defined for the standard Riemannian metric g V with the density ρ V (ŷ).
3. In the domainV ⊂ S 3 the following equation is satisfied:
where rot is defined for the standard spherical Riemannian metric gV with the density ρV (ȳ).
Proof. By construction, the magnetic field B U satisfies equation (2.2) . After the transformation we get the 1-form λβdz 1 . We have:
∂y dy ∧ dz, we have:
This proves that λβdz 1 is the proper 1-form of the operator * • d in V with the proper function −λ −1 λ = −1. Setting k(x) = λ(x), we get the required formula (2.13). The transformation B left;V → B left;V is analogous to the transformation B U → B left;Ũ . In this transformation B left is frozen-in and the scalar factor 2 in the right side of the second equation (2.14) corresponds to the transformation of the metrics g V → gV , which changes partial derivatives along the vertical coordinate.
3. Magnetic force-free configurations on non-homogeneous S 3 . Let P ⊂ L 2 be the right k-triangle (all k-vertices on the absolute) on the Lobachevskii plane. Let f k : P → S 2 + be the conformal transformation (the Picard analytic function in the case k = 3) of the square (k-angle) onto the upper hemisphere of the Riemannian sphere S 2 . The vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k of P are mapped into points f (v 1 ), f (v 2 ), . . . , f (v k ) at the equator S 1 ⊂ S 2 and we assume
k . Denote by f : L 2 → S 2 the branched cover with ramifications at f (v 1 ), f (v 2 ), . . . , f (v k ), which is defined as the conformal periodic extension of f k on the Lobachevskii plane. It is well known that Λ(S 2 ) = S 3 / − 1, where on the right side of the formula is the quotient of the standard 3-sphere by the antipodal involution. The fiber of S 3 → Λ(S 2 ) → S 2 over the points f (v 1 ), . . . f (v k ) in the base is the Hopf k-component link, which is denoted by l ⊂ S 3 . For k = 3 link l consists of 3 big circles, each two circles are linked with the coefficient +1, Denote the Jacobian of f by k 2 (x), x ∈ P , y = f (x) ∈ S 2 . Statement (i) of the following lemma is a corollary from Theorem 2.4. 
In the case k = 3 the scalar factor of the density function ρ(ŷ) = k −1 (y) in equation (2.12) has an asymptotic (−z ln(z)) −1 near l, where z is the distance fromŷ to l. The magnetic field has the asymptotic (−z ln(z)) −1 for z → 0+. The magnetic energy B 2 dΩ, where
has the asymptotic +ε 0 (z ln 2 (z)) −1 dz < +∞ near a component of a cusp curve l, in the standard metric on S 3 . 4. In the case k = 3, B left;3 is projected to tangents along trajectories of the Lorenz attractor [11, 7] by a 12-sheeted branching covering S 3 \ l → S 3 \ l , which transforms l into the exceptional trefoil l of the Lorenz attractor. 5. The stereographic projection S 3 \ pt → R 3 transforms B left into a force-free magnetic field with a finite magnetic energy in non-homogeneous isotropic space R 3 . This construction is analogous to [13] .
Proof. (iii)
Let H ↑ be the upper half-plane with the complex coordinate, denoted by w, H ↑ ≡ L, where L is the Lobachevskii plane, equipped with the standard conformal metric, H ↓ be the lower half-plane, H + be the right half-plane H + = {w ∈ L, | w > 0} and H − be the left half-plane. We identify H ↓ with the Lobachevskii plane L, H − with the Riemannian half-sphere. Let D = {w ∈ H ↑ , |τ | > 1, | w| < 1} be the triangle in H ↑ . Let us consider the analytic function
Take the triangle
The considered triangle is mapped onto the triangle D = {∞, c, −c} in the upper half-plane H ↑ by I 1 : x → x −1 = w (see Figure 3.1) .
The function f : C → H − is the composition of the maps I 1 : In C ⊂ H ↓ we get the metric on the hyperbolic plane, near the origin on the boundary. The distance between two points on a vertical ray is given by the logarithmic scale. In H − near the origin the metric is the Euclidean metric.
We get: dy = exp(−1/x)/x 2 dx and dx x = dl, where l the distance in the domain space, x is the Euclidean coordinate in the domain space, y is the coordinate in the target space, which corresponds to the metric. Therefore, the scalar factor k −1 (ŷ) depends of the distance z from the cusp L in the target space S 3 with the standard metric as follows:
By this asymptotic we get the asymptotic of the magnetic energy is given by the prescribed integral over z.
Proof. (ii), (iv)
The Lorenz attractor by [11] coincides with the geodesic flows on the orbifold (2, 3, ∞) from [7] . The spherization of the tangent bundle over the orbifold (2, 3, ∞) , which is the space of the -triangle in the triangle P = C 1 C 2 C 3 with the angles (0, 0, 0) with the vertex on the absolute (see Figure 3. 2). The fundamental domain Q of the magnetic force-free field B left for k = 3 is the 2 sheet covering over the space of S 1 -fibration over the union P ∪ P 1 of 2 triangles P = C 1 C 2 C 3 , P 1 = C 2 C 3 C 4 , which are identified along the fibration over the common edge (C 2 C 3 ) . Therefore, the fundamental domain Q is a 6-sheeted covering space over Λ(P ).
According to [11] , the spherization of the tangent bundle Λ(P ) over the fundamental domain P is diffeomorphic to S 3 \ l , where l is the exceptional fiber (the trefoil), which corresponds to the vertex of the domain P , the vertex are identified by an action of the Fuchsian group. By the construction the spherization of the tangent bundle Λ(P ∪ P 1 ) over the fundamental domain P ∪ P 1 is diffeomorphic to Λ(S 2 ) \ l , S 3 / − 1 = Λ(S 2 ), where l is the union of 3 exceptional fibers, which are correspondent to the vertex f (v 1 ), f (v 2 ), f (v 3 ) of the 1 2 -fundamental domain P . This proves that Λ(S 2 ) \ l is a 6-covering space over S 3 \ l , which is branched over the trefoil l .
A neighbourhood of the exceptional trefoil l in the Lorenz attractor is covered by a nonconnected neighbourhood of l ⊂ S 3 / − 1, which is the standard 3-Hopf link. An extra 2-covering S 3 → Λ(S 2 ) determines the required 12 covering S 3 \ l → S 3 \ l , which is also branched over the trefoil l .
Remark 2. By Theorem 3.1, iii the magnetic field B left on S 3 \ l is compactified into the magnetic field on S 3 , which tends to infinity on l ⊂ S 3 . The magnetic field B left is an Z 6 -equivariant with respect to the standard action Z 6 × S 3 \ l → S 3 \ l of the cyclic group of the order 6, therefore the magnetic fieldB left on the lens quotientQ = (S 3 \ l)/Z 6 is well-defined. The domainQ with magnetic field is a covering space over the domain with the Lorenz attractor in S 3 , over the exceptional fiber l ⊂ S 3 the covering is ramified.
MHD-solitons.
By MHD-solitons we mean quasi-stationary solutions of the ideal MHD equations. We consider MHD-solitons for the sphere S 3 with the standard metric g with the constant and variable density ρ(ŷ),ŷ ∈ S 3 , see [3] Remark 1.6 p. 262 and Remark 1.1 p. 120, for the MHD-equations on a Riemannian manifold. The density positive function ρ(ŷ) is equivalent that the standard metric g is changed g → ρ(ŷ) .2)). Example 2 admits the following properties: structural stability and hyperbolicity of magnetic flow. In Example 1 the Larmor radii of trajectories of particles are curved along the direction of the velocity. In Example 2 they are curved in the opposite direction.
5. Helicity Invariants. Theorem 2.4 demonstrates that Ghys-Dehornoy hyperbolic flows [7] determines stationary solutions of MHD-equations, which was recalled in Section 4. As the main example we take the simplest flow with the Lorenz attractor. We will calculate quadratic helicities for this solution. The calculation is based on the standard arguments from ergodic theorems. The calculation of quadratic helicities χ (2) is analytic. The calculation of χ [2] is geometrical and possible with the assumption that the magnetic field configuration admits an additional symmetry. The calculation of χ [2] for the magnetic configuration itself is an open problem.
For a homogeneous domain Ω inequalities for magnetic field B:
are satisfied [1] . In these inequalities χ [2] and χ (2) are quadratic helicities and χ is the standard helicity. See [1] for definitions of the quadratic helicities. All of these are invariants in ideal MHD. For non-homogeneous domain Ω with the density function ρ the inequalities are analogous (see [2] the right inequality for χ (2) in a non-homogeneous domain).
For the Hopf magnetic force-free field B right = I on the homogeneous Ω = S 3 we get:
where vol(S 3 ) is the volume of the sphere S 3 .
Theorem 5.1. The quadratic helicity χ (2) of the magnetic field B left in the non-homogeneous domain Ω, constructed by Theorem 3.1, takes the minimal possible value
where χ is the helicity of B left .
Proof. Let us prove that the field line helicity function A(x) [22] is constant in Ω = S 3 \ l. This function is defined by the average of (A, B)ρ along the magnetic line, issued from the point x ∈ Ω. By equation (2.14) the vector-potential A coincides with 1 2 B and (B, B) = k 2 (ŷ), ρ(ŷ) = k −2 (ŷ) by Theorem 3.1 (iii). We get the function A(x) is a constant, this implies that asymptotic linking number is uniformly distributed in Ω and χ (2) contains the minimal value.
The magnetic field B left on S 3 from equation (3.1) admits a cyclic Z 4 -transformation i : S 3 → S 3 along the Hopf fibers, which is defined by the complex multiplication. This transformation maps J to −J in Example 1, and maps B left to −B left in Example 2. On the non-homogeneous domain which is the quotientΩ = S 3 /J with the total volume vol(Ω) a magnetic fieldB left with the prescribed local coefficient system is well-defined and the quadratic helicitiesχ [2] andχ (2) are well-defined. This construction is motivated by [24] as a model of superconductivity.
Theorem 5.2. The quadratic helicitiesχ [2] andχ (2) , and the helicity χ ofB left inΩ satisfy the equation:χ [2] ≡ 2χ (2) vol −1 (Ω) ≡χ 2 vol −2 (Ω).
Proof. Let us calculate quadratic helicities for magnetic field in S 3 /i = Λ(S 2 )/I, equipped with the metric on the Lobachevskii plane L.
Take the universal branching covering L × S 1 → Λ(S 2 )/I which is the quotient of the covering space L × S 1 by the corresponding Fuchsian group G. A magnetic line l in Λ(S 2 )/I is represented by the corresponding collection {λ i } of non-orientable geodesics on the Poincaré plane, invariant with respect to G. For rational geodesic the collection {λ i } is finite in the fundamental domain P ⊂ L of G. For generic l the collection {λ i } is dense in L. Because the involution I : Λ(S 2 ) → Λ(S 2 ), geodesics λ i and −λ i with the opposite orientation are correspondingly identified.
The linking number n(l 1 ∪ I(l 1 ), l 2 ∪ I(l 2 )) between two closed magnetic lines l 1 , l 2 is calculated as number of intersection points in the fundamental domain P of the two collections {λ 1,j }, {λ 2,i } of rational geodesics. Each intersection point is taken with the negative sign. This statement is a particular case of a Birkhoff's Theorem about linking number of two acyclic geodesics. The collection {λ i ∪−λ i } is acyclic (is null-homologous). A calculation of the linking number n(l 1 , l 2 ) is complicated [7] .
Denote l a ∪ I(l a ), a = 1, 2 byl a . After the normalization of the linking number with respect to magnetic lengths ofl 1 ,l 2 , we get much simpler calculation of n(l 1 ,l 2 ). The number of intersection points in P of two geodesic is calculated as τ 2 S −1 (P ), where τ is the natural parameter on geodesic, S(P ) is the square of the domain P (the complete proof is based on ergodicity and is omitted). We get τ −2 n(l 1 ,l 2 ) = (π(k − 2)) −1 , where τ is the parameter of the magnetic lengths, π(k − 2) is the square of the fundamental domain (k-angles) P (k) on the Lobachevskii plane.
For the square of the helicity we get:
For the quadratic helicityχ (2) is better to use the formula for triples magnetic lines, (see [2] and [1] ). We get:χ (2) = (π(k − 2)) −2 vol 3 (Λ(S 2 )/I).
For the quadratic helicityχ [2] we get:
2χ [2] = (π(k − 2)) −2 vol 2 (Λ(S 2 )/I).
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